Taking control of wellbeing and social participation
SDHI’s 2nd day of public engagement
Dundee Central Library, Wellgate Shopping Centre
Wellbeing and Health
in the Community

3rd of November 2012
10.00am to 3.00pm

Social Dimensions of Health Institute is a research institute
co-funded by the Universities of St Andrews and Dundee.
Part of the Economic and Social Research Council
Festival of Social Science and Dundee Science Festival
If you could change the way GP surgeries operate, which parts would
you like to change and which would be most important to you?
Find out how you can register to become a participant in research
using your health related experiences.
How can craft and digital technology help connect children with life
limiting conditions with the people at the centre of their world? Check out KISTproject and also TalKITive - developed to help
communication between service providers and families.
What questions do you think feedback forms about health care should
be asking and can you think of better ways to ask these questions?
What do you think is important in recovering from a stroke?
What does loneliness mean to you? Is this different for different
people? If so Why?
Find out more about how one research group is testing a new
screening programme for the early detection of lung cancer.
Presenting Lisa Nicoll in a one woman play “Acceptance” in the Steps
Theatre - 1.00pm. Drawn from real experiences, this is a tale about a
30 year old woman who starts to question her use of alcohol to gain
social acceptance since her mid teens. Quiz Lisa afterwards.
Come and ask questions, try some puzzles, find out more about
some of the things going on in the area.
People’s knowledge and experience is central to much of the research we
do and we want to take this opportunity to tell you about the work going
on and to get feedback from you, which will help us make sure that we
are looking at the right things, asking the right questions and asking
them in the right way.
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